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We study the feasibility of using small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) as a new experimental diagnostic for intense laser-solid interactions. By using X-ray pulses from a hard X-ray free electron laser we can simultaneously achieve nanometer and femtosecond resolution of laser-driven samples. This is an important new capability for the Helmholtz International Beamline for Extreme Fields (HIBEF) at the HED endstation currently built at the European XFEL. We review the relevant SAXS theory and its application to transient processes in solid density plasmas and report on first experimental results that confirm the feasibility of the method. We present results of two test experiments where the first experiment employs ultra-short laser pulses for studying relativistic laser plasma interactions, and the second one focuses on shock compression studies with a nanosecond laser system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This work discusses the development of small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) as a new tool to characterize and follow the evolution of nanoscale features in solid-density plasma and in matter under extreme conditions driven by high intensity and high power lasers. Laser-plasma SAXS will be one component in helping to realize what we hope will become a revolution in experimental High Energy Density (HED) science through the coupling of ultra-high-intensity and high-energy lasers with brilliant X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) light sources. This will become an important part of the new HIBEF (Helmholtz International Beamline for Extreme Fields) [1] at the HED Instrument of the European XFEL, and will build upon the work presented in the following which was begun at the MEC endstation[2] of the Linear Coherent Light Source (LCLS)[3].

Research in laser-driven HED science is developing rapidly and is making contributions in a variety of areas ranging from plasma astrophysics[4] and fusion energy[5], to compact particle acceleration[6]–[9], short wavelength radiation generation[10], materials dynamics[11] and the exploration of new phases of matter[12]. Laser-driven HED plasmas and materials driven to high pressures are very complicated physical systems, characterized by a wide range of simultaneously occurring fundamental processes, many of which involve states far from equilibrium. It is in general very difficult to isolate the individual contributing processes experimentally, and the theoretical verification of our understanding of HED physics requires extensive simulations, often spanning wide spatial and temporal scales. One important motivation for HED science at XFELs is therefore to make use of many high precision X-ray techniques, which are not possible at laser-only facilities, to identify and track the evolution of specific processes embedded within the complex environment of high-power laser-driven matter.

In this work we are specifically targeting processes on the sub-micron to nanometer spatial scale, which is set by the typical bulk response of plasma at solid density (10–100 nm). Some of the many examples include hot electron generation [13]–[15] and transport [16], [17], plasma ionization and opacity [18], ablation [19], [20], hole-boring [21]–[23], instabilities [24]–[32], high harmonic generation (HHG) at surfaces [10], shocks [33]–[35], pressure induced phase changes, precipitation of crystallites of new high-pressure phases following shock[36], high-strain-rate materials damage, and the Equation of State of matter under compression[37].

These types of phenomena are actively studied at high power laser-only facilities, using a variety of optical, x-ray and particle diagnostic techniques, including both self-emission and active probing methods. These include X-ray absorption spectroscopy and phase contrast imaging (PCI)[37], [38], X-ray Thomson scattering[39]–[41], X-ray diffraction or wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) [42], [43], self-emission X-ray spectroscopy and x-ray imaging[44], optical probing[45], proton radiography [46], transient imaging[47] and deflectometry[48] and less direct probes such as harmonic generation [49], [50], and particle acceleration or nuclear reactions[51].

Synchronized laser-driven X-ray back-lighters are particularly important as penetrating probes of the atomic and plasma conditions inside of the HED-driven sample. They typically require substantial laser energy to produce a sufficiently bright source, and complex target assemblies for the backlighter foils and shine shields. Most importantly, the X-ray spatial resolution is generally limited to >10 µm, and the temporal resolution to several ps, due to the electron transport and relaxation dynamics in the backlighter target. By comparison laser-driven HED experiments at X-ray FEL’s offer the advantage of improved time structure (down to few fs), precise positioning (sub µm), extreme brightness for single-shot and photon-hungry techniques, and almost full coherence for advanced diffraction and holographic techniques. For example, sub-micron spatial resolution down to circa 500 nm has already been demonstrated for a laser-driven shock wave by Phase Contrast Imaging[37].

Tens of nanometer resolution has also been impressively demonstrated in laser ablation by Coherent X-ray diffraction imaging (CXDI) in the soft x-ray range in experiments at FLASH[52]–[54]. Diffraction encodes the electron density correlations in the sample into the angular distribution of scattering intensity on a 2D imaging detector via the momentum transfer $\vec{q}$ between X-ray photons and electrons.

Figure 1. CXDI allows a full real-space image reconstruction of the sample by iterative phase retrieval, and such techniques are being aggressively pursued toward the development of single molecule imaging, including substantial work on “diffract and destroy” and important effects associated with the ionization of the target molecule by the XFEL beam[55].

For many of the fundamental processes that are of interest in laser-driven HED physics, a full real space reconstruction is not required. Often it is more convenient to work in reciprocal space and analyze the scattering intensity as a function of $\vec{q}$ to identify the characteristic spatial frequencies $\kappa$ of a given feature or instability. Its growth rate $\Gamma(\kappa, t)$ and
temporal evolution can be measured directly by the scattering intensity at a given $\vec{q}$ at different times after the drive laser by pump probe techniques. A great deal of information then can already be extracted directly from the X-ray scattering data, when characteristic features can be identified in reciprocal space with predictive plasma simulation and modeling. As shown in Refs [56], [57] these can include processes such as plasma ablation and laser hole-boring, surface instabilities, electron transport instabilities, filamentation, and ionization dynamics, all of which occur on the spatial scale of micron to few nm in relativistic laser-matter interactions. Nanometer scale phenomena are also important also in non-relativistic laser experiments such as shock compression and high pressure phase transitions. For example, the intrinsic width of a shock front may relate to the viscosity in the equation of states (EOS) of warm dense matter (WDM)[37], and the formation and evolution of a new phase from a nucleation site in compressed matter can be viewed as the appearance and growth of nanoscale crystallites[36].

In these cases, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is sufficient to provide the $\vec{q}$-space intensity information necessary to identify and follow the evolution of specific plasma features, without the need for oversampling and full phase reconstruction. This significantly simplifies the experimental requirements as compared to CXDI, and is quite well matched to the demands and challenges of high-power laser experiments.

Moreover, SAXS – in contrast to phase contrast imaging (PCI) or direct radiography – exhibits negligible blur at the cost of losing the absolute positioning information. This is true since SAXS is sensitive to time-integrated correlations of spatial features rather than the time-integrated spatial features. Assuming a fast moving feature with temporally constant shape (e.g. surface plasmons), PCI or radiography would blur the image to the temporal average the time needed to traverse the feature plus the X-ray pulse duration. For SAXS the blurring would be given only over the much shorter time it takes the X-ray beam to traverse the feature, since the correlations of the feature (and hence the SAXS signal) remain constant throughout the probe duration. This enables completely new structural diagnostic insights in dynamic systems, for example the production of higher harmonics (HHG) through analysis of surface plasmons during intense optical laser incidence.

In this paper we expand upon the initial concepts presented in Refs [56], [57], and demonstrate the feasibility of performing SAXS on high-power laser-driven samples to extract nm-scale information, in two experiments performed at LCLS. In the following sections, we survey some of the laser-plasma processes of specific interest, we review the relevant scattering theory in plasmas, we elucidate some specific observables found in the X-ray scattering distribution, and we present the application of SAXS to two examples, namely short pulse laser ablation and long-pulse laser compression.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Plasma dynamics under laser irradiation

1. Ultra-short ultra-intense lasers

The interaction of ultra-high intensity (UHI) lasers with solids exhibits complex and nonlinear electron and ion dynamics. Most prominently, the laser can ionize the front surface and accelerate electrons from a foil that in turn can leave the front surface and move ballistically through the bulk. For small laser electric field strength $E_0$ and linear polarization, i.e. laser strength parameter $a_0 = E_0 e / m_e \omega_0 c \ll 1$, the laser field strength decays inside the plasma as an evanescent wave and the electrons oscillate in the direction of the electric field vector. When the laser is incident obliquely to the solid, electrons are pulled in the vacuum direction once every laser period and are then pushed back and leave the laser interaction region when the laser electric field changes its sign. This process is called Brunel acceleration[58]. Other electron acceleration mechanisms include resonance absorption[59] and, for relativistic laser intensities ($a_0 \gg 1$), $\vec{j} \times \vec{B}$ acceleration[60] and direct laser acceleration[8], [61]. Other important effects are the hole boring process, where the longitudinal component of the laser Lorentz force pushes the target front surface and accelerates it inside the target, ablation, and electro-static shock generation and propagation.

Several nonlinear effects and instabilities can develop in the relativistic case, generating a complex and seemingly chaotic parameter space. Plasmons, parametric instabilities[13], [29], [62] and Rayleigh-Taylor-like (RT) instabilities[30], [31] seeded for example by a parametric instability[32] can break up an otherwise flat target front surface and cause density ripples, with growth times on the order of few to tens of femtoseconds only. Nonlinear relativistic electron motion can give rise to HHG and preplasma development by heating and expansion of the front skin layer. This can considerably enhance or decrease laser absorption into energetic electrons accelerated into the plasma [63] generating large current densities exceeding $10^{13}$ A/cm$^2$ which can excite plasma oscillations [64] and generate resistive magnetic fields [16], [65] inside the bulk. If strong enough, they may not be perfectly balanced anymore by the bulk return current resulting for example in
beam filamentation of relativistic laser-generated electrons inside the solid or behind [24]–[27].

All those effects have in common that they occur quickly (on the time scale of the optical laser, or plasma period) and on small scales (plasma wavelength of a few 10 s to a few hundred nanometers), which can be uniquely explored by SAXS using XFEL pulses. Such fast processes in the intermediate regime between micron and angstrom scale are not well explored experimentally with existing techniques. Likewise, a direct experimental comparison to simulations and analytic models could help to strengthen and push their predictive capability.

2. High-energy long-pulse lasers

SAXS can also be a valuable tool for the class of nanosecond laser compression and shock experiments studying for example the phase diagram of materials or other pressure release mechanisms after compression. Those mechanisms as well as a precise knowledge of the EOS of the key constituents are of fundamental interest for many areas of physics, e.g. planetary laboratory astrophysics [4] or material physics [11], and in our specific experiment presented later in this paper for an example for the study of a technologically important material like Si. For example, the phase transition sequence that Si undergoes under static compression conditions on compression and decompression is well established, yet numerous shock compression studies show disagreement concerning the onset of the semiconductor to metallic transition [66].

To-date, these studies have focused on the low decompression rates accessible using diamond anvil cell techniques, with no in-situ studies performed at high strain-rates i.e. under release from laser-driven shock compression. Optical nanosecond, high energy laser pulses can drive shock waves into solid materials to high pressures of few 10 GPa. The non-hydrodynamic conditions can induce dynamic strain and rapid strain release. The dynamics of such a compression wave – with subsequent elastic, plastic and phase transition responses to release strain [12] – was imaged with phase contrast imaging only recently [37]. With its much higher spatial resolution SAXS could help to analyze structures such as grain sizes, interfaces between composites, edge sharpness of phase transition grain boundaries, fractures or the shock front, or plastic/elastic responses to shock induced or phonon induced strain and release. The results can give information about the EOS: For example, as mentioned before, the intrinsic width of a shock front may relate to the viscosity in the EOS, and pump-probe measuring the phonons could be used to calculate the ion sound velocity and hence temperature (transition from phonons to ion acoustic waves), with high spatial resolution, as a complementary method to X-ray Thomson scattering, emission measurements [67] or Bragg scattering [68].

B. Small angle X-ray scattering in laser plasmas

Neglecting electron-electron and electron-ion correlations, the scattering cross section of all electrons can be described by the Thomson formula \( \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} = r_e^2 (1 + \cos^2 2\theta)/2 \), which for small scattering angles \( \theta \) is simply the square of the classical electron radius \( r_e = e^2/4\pi\varepsilon_0 m_e c^2 \). However, especially at X-ray energies around electronic transition energies, electron-ion correlations cannot be neglected since electrons cannot vibrate freely in the laser field as they experience the nuclear field. In that case the scattering cross section needs certain corrections to account for photoionization and photoexcitation at bound-bound resonances as will be discussed later.

For pure Thomson scattering, the amplitude of the scattered wave \( f = \phi \exp(i\varphi) \) at small angle reads

\[
\phi = \phi_i \left( \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \right)^{1/2} \approx \phi_i r_e \frac{d}{\lambda}
\]

(1)

where \( \phi_i \) is the amplitude of the incoming X-ray wave which we for now assume to be fully coherent (plane wave), and \( d \) is the distance of the detector to the scattering electron.

The diffraction signal on a detector is given by the interference of scattered waves. The phase difference of two scattered waves originating from two electrons separated by \( \vec{r} \) and reaching the detector at the same position is seen from a simple geometric construction to be \( \varphi = -\vec{r} \cdot (\vec{k} - \vec{k}_0) = -\vec{r} \cdot \vec{q} \) if \( d \) is large compared to \( |\vec{r}| \) (see Figure 1) [69]. Here, \( \vec{k}_0 = \vec{e}_0 E_0/\hbar c \) is the wave vector of the incident X-ray beam with photon energy \( E_0 \), and \( \vec{k} = \vec{e}_\theta E/\hbar c \) is the wave vector of the scattered beam with scattered photon energy \( E \). The momentum transfer \( \vec{q} \) is named as scattering vector with \( |\vec{q}| = 2k \sin \theta \). Since in the limit of \( \theta \ll 1 \) the energy transfer to the scattering electron is negligible, the scattering is elastic,
$E'_\gamma = E_\gamma$ and $|\vec{k}_0| = |\vec{k}|$. Assuming each photon is scattered only once, the total interference pattern is given by the integral over all scattered waves originating in the scattering object (neglecting a constant offset in time for the light propagation from the sample to the detector),

$$\phi(\vec{q}, t) = \frac{r_e}{d} \int \phi_i(\vec{r}, \tau(z)) n(\vec{r}, \tau(z)) e^{-i\vec{q} \cdot \vec{r}} d^3r$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $n(\vec{r}, \tau(z))$ is the density of scatterers at position $\vec{r}$ relative to an arbitrary origin at time $\tau(z) = t + \frac{z}{c}$, and is considered to vary only slowly with time. With that we mean that the density (and $\phi_i$) be constant on time scales of the X-ray period. The intensity $I = \phi^2$ measured on the detector is finally given by the absolute square of the amplitude.

To take ionization and bound-bound resonances into account it is now helpful to split the electron density into a free electron component $n_{e,free}$ of electrons that can move freely inside the sample and electrons bound to atoms or ions, $n_{e,bound}$. For the sake of simplicity we assume that only one ion species is present, the electron distribution inside an ion is spherically symmetric and $\phi_i$ is spatially constant. The integral in Eqn. (2) can then be split into a part over the ion density $n_{ion}$, which is the ion structure factor $S_{ion}(\vec{q}) = \int n_{ion}(\vec{r}, t) \exp(-i\vec{q} \cdot \vec{r}) d^3r$, and a part over electrons within an ion, which is the ion form factor $F_{ion}$. Taking advantage of the scattering vector length being small and hence typically much smaller than the reciprocal ion size, the ion form factor neglecting bound-bound and bound-free resonances,

$$F_{ion}(\vec{q}) = \int n_{e}(\vec{r}) \exp(-i\vec{q} \cdot \vec{r}) d^3r$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

is given simply by the number of bound electrons $F_{ion, r}(\vec{q}) \equiv \Gamma \equiv Z - Q$. The instantaneous scattered intensity then reads

$$I(\vec{q}) = \left(\frac{r_e}{d}\right)^2 \left( S_{free}(\vec{q}) F_{free} + S_{ion}(\vec{q}) F_{ion} \right)^2.$$

(4)

Generally, more than one ion species is present and $\phi_0$ is not spatially constant. Then, the density of scattering centers $n$ in Eqn. (2) can simply be replaced by

$$n = n_{e,free} + \sum_{r} n_{ion,r} \Gamma + \sum_{\gamma} n_{ion,\gamma} F_{ion,\gamma}^{res}(E_0).$$

(5)

Here we add the ion form factor optical correction (i.e. the resonant contribution) to the non-resonant part describing the Thomson scattering on bound electrons. The complex valued, X-ray energy dependent resonant contribution $F_{ion,\gamma}^{res} = F_{ion,\gamma} + iF_{ion,\gamma}^{res}$ arises due to absorption at bound-bound resonances and bound-free transitions and for a given element depends mainly on the number $\gamma$ of electrons in the shells relevant for nuclear potential screening during a transition. Since in contrast to Thomson scattering no $\pi/2$ phase shift between the incoming and scattered wave exists, the opacity is proportional to the imaginary part of the optical correction, $\tau(E_0) = 4\pi r_e^2 n dE_0^\lambda \sum n_{ion,\gamma} F_{ion,\gamma}^{res}$ which for thermal equilibrium can be calculated with specialized codes, e.g. SCFLY[71]. The real part of the optical correction then follows from the Kramer-Kronig relation.

The less electrons there are in the screening shells, the higher is the transition energy, providing for the ion species specificity when tuning the X-ray energy to a specific energy. This fact is employed in resonant SAXS, also called resonant coherent X-ray diffraction (RCXD). By tuning the X-ray energy to a specific bound-bound resonance, a specific inner electron occupancy number can be selected. The optical correction to the ion form factor can then be orders of magnitude larger than the single electron form factor, then dominating the scattering signal and allowing to measure the spatial distribution of the specific ion species.

Since we consider only small scattering angles $2\theta \ll 1$, the scattering vector length in beam direction $z$ can often be neglected, $zq_z = 0$, simplifying the integral in Eqn. (2) into a simple projection of the electron density weighted by the X-ray wave amplitude along the X-ray beam axis. However, it is important to note that this is not possible for thick targets where the phase difference of waves scattered at different depths can become non-negligible, i.e. $2z \sin^2 \theta \sim O(\lambda)$. In the following we limit ourselves to $q_z = 0, \vec{q} \equiv (q_x, q_y)$. Then, Eqn. (5) is equal to the well-known relation for the number $N = I \cdot d^2 \Delta\Omega$ of photons scattered into $\Delta\Omega$,

$$N(\vec{q}, t) = \frac{N_{i,0}}{A_i} \left(\frac{da}{dE_0}\right) |\text{FT}(\sqrt{g \cdot \tilde{n}})|^2 \Delta\Omega$$

(6)

where $N_{i,0}$ and $A_i$ are the incoming number of photons and illuminated area. $g(x, y)$ is a normalized function with $= \int g(x, y) \ dx \ dy = 1$, describing the spatial distribution of incoming photons, $\tilde{n}$ is the areal scatter center density taking into account the time retardation, and $\Delta\Omega = \Delta\phi \Delta\theta \equiv \Delta q_y \Delta q_x/k^2 \cos(\theta)$ is constant to first order of $\theta$.

In contrast to the majority of systems studied with SAXS such as molecules in solution or samples in statistical motion, for the case of laser generated plasmas or shocked solids we cannot assume a statistically isotropic system in space or time. Therefore, the Fourier integral in Eqn. (2) cannot be reduced to an integral over the distance only. Typically in any non-crystalline sample there exists no long range order. In such a case the contribution of the background to the scattering signal can be neglected and only density
differences are significant (except for very small angles not relevant for the experiment).

The X-ray source can be treated as a non-intruding probe beam as long as the areal density of incoming X-ray photons is small enough to only affect a minority of ions (in the case of RCXD), and to not heat the sample to a point that it affects the expansion during the probe time. The first condition can be written as $N_{\text{I0}}/A_1 \ll (\sigma_{Br} + \sigma_{bb})^{-1} = n_{\text{ion}}/\left(\tau e^2 \sum r n_{\text{ion,r}} F_{\text{ion, r}}\right)$. As an example we consider an X-ray spot size of order 10 \(\mu\)m and photon energy 8 keV, as used in the experiments presented in Sec. III. A relevant material for RCXD at that energy would for example be Copper, $\sigma_{Br} \approx 4 \cdot 10^3$ barn. Then, the number of photons per pulse is limited to $N_{\text{I0}} \ll 10^{15}$.

The latter condition, which is the relevant condition for our experiments, means that we require the additional expansion $\Delta s \approx (c_s(T + T_x) - c_s(T))T_x$ due to the additional temperature $T_x$ introduced to the plasma by photo-ionization to be below the precision of the measurement $(c_s(T) \equiv (2k_B T/M)$ is the ion sound velocity, $T$ is the plasma electron temperature and $M$ is the ion mass). Then we can derive a condition for the maximum allowed number of photons. Again assuming an X-ray energy of just below the cold Cu Ka edge, 8 keV, the energy for a photo-electron from the L shell is roughly $E_p = E_e - E_L \approx 7$ keV and $T_x = E_p N_{\text{I0}} \sigma_{Br}/A_1 Q$, where the average ionization degree of the Cu ions is $Q \approx 10...20$ for typical few 100 eV plasma temperatures. If we require $\Delta s$ to be less than a nanometer, then for an XFEL spot size of order 10 \(\mu\)m and 40 fs duration one requires $N_{\text{I0}} < 10^{14}$. Since $c_s(T), \sigma_{Br}$ and $Q$, as an order of magnitude estimate, are largely independent of the ion species within a large range, the heating and hence plasma expansion are also, and the above estimate can be seen as a general limit.

Current XFEL sources and those under construction deliver up to $10^{12}$ photons per pulse, fulfilling both requirements. Only when using micron or few nanometer X-ray foci the interaction of the X-ray with the probe needs to be considered. For the experiments presented in Sec. III, even though the XFEL introduces significant additional heat and ionization, we can ignore the effects on the measurement.

For reference, before proceeding we give the scattering intensity from Eqn. (4) in scaled quantities, and specifically for a pixel detector (pixel size $A_p = a_p^2$). We first note that $\vec{q}$ can simply be transformed to detector spatial coordinates $\vec{R} = \vec{q}d/k$, hence a detector pixel corresponds to

\[
\Delta q = a_p \kappa / d. \quad \text{We now take} \quad \sqrt{g} \bar{n} [\text{cm}^{-2}] \quad \text{on an} \quad S \times S \quad \text{matrix with} \quad S \equiv \sqrt{A_p / [\mu m^2] / a_{ps}} \quad \text{where} \quad a_{ps} = \mu m / px \quad \text{is the} \quad \text{matrix pixel size in units of micron. When the Fourier}
\]

![Figure 2: Left row: Typical UHI laser generated plasma distributions projected along the XFEL direction assuming UHI incident from left (a, c, f) or view along UHI axis (i). Middle and right row: Respective PS. (a) Smooth surface (Eq. 10). (b) PS for $s = 0$ (solid), $s = 25$ px (dashed). (c) Gaussian dent. (d) PS assuming the dent is perfectly flat and (e) having a sinusoidal check board pattern, e.g. due to a RT instability. (f) Flat surface with sinusoidal ripples extending through the whole projection depth (top inset) or only 1/10, repeating through the full depth with random phase and frequency (bottom inset). (g, h) show respective PS. (i) Filaments extending through the foil normal to the foil surface (top inset) or with a FWHM deflection of 5° (bottom inset). (j, k) Respective PS. Insets: Vertical profiles along dashed lines. All densities normalized to 1 px⁻¹, black bar is 250 px, white bar 50 px. Details see main text. With Eqn. (7) we can give absolute photon numbers, e.g. assuming $N_i = 10^{11}$, full ionization with $n_e = 0.7 \cdot 10^{-25} \text{cm}^{-3}$, plasma size of $\Delta x = \Delta y = \Delta z = (2048 \text{ px})^3 = (5 \mu m)^3$, $E_p = 8$ keV, detector with pixel size $a_p = 10 \mu m$ situated $d = 1 m$ behind the scattering target. Then, $\bar{n}_e [\text{px}^{-1}] = n_e [\mu m^{-3}] a_p^2 \Delta z [\mu m] = 10^5$ and $G = 3.3 \cdot 10^{-18}$, hence a PS value of exp(10) at pixel $s_{ps} = 100$ would correspond to $N = N_i G \exp(13) \bar{n}_e [\text{px}^{-1}] \approx 750$ photons in the detector pixel located $s_d = \Delta q_{ps} / \Delta q_d = 309$ pixels from the XFEL beam axis.]}
transform is performed numerically the result is again an \( S \times S \) matrix with a pixel size \( \Delta q_{\text{px}} = 2\pi / \sqrt{A_i} \). The number \( n(\vec{r}) \) of photons scattered into detector pixel \( \vec{s}_\theta = (s_x, s_y) \) located at position \( \vec{R} = (R_x, R_y) = \vec{s}_\theta a_\theta \) relative to the point where the XFEL intersects the detector plane then is proportional to the numerical FT absolute square, taken at pixel \( \vec{s}_\theta a_\theta = \vec{s}_\theta \Delta q_{\text{px}} / \Delta q_{\text{ps}} = 807 \cdot 10^{-6} E_0[\text{keV}] \vec{s}_\theta \sqrt{A_i[\mu m^2]} a_\theta[\mu m] / d[\mu m] \). The factor of proportionality is

\[
G = \frac{N_0}{A_i} \left( \frac{r_\theta a_\theta a_{\text{ps}}}{d} \right)^2 = \left( 2.82 \cdot 10^{-7} \frac{a_\theta[\mu m]}{\sqrt{d[\mu m]}} \right)^2.
\]  

SAXS and the resonant variant RCXD promise a wide range of plasma properties to become accessible with nanometer and femtosecond resolution. This includes the range of plasma properties to become accessible with UHI laser-solid interaction or laser-driven distance \( 100 \text{ nm} \). Many other, more complex patterns the foil (filament diameter \( 50 \text{ nm} \), average nearest neighbor frequency \( \text{instability (modulation amplitude} \) \( 100 \text{ nm} \). Many other, more complex patterns of surface with a sinusoidal modulation e.g. generated by a RT phase reconstruction techniques reconstructing the real and imaginary part of the optical corrections independently – also the plasma electron energy distribution[72] since the ratio \( F_{\text{ion}}/F_{\text{ion}} \) depends on the energy distribution. RCXD offers the prospect of direct in situ experimental tests of ionization models and ion dynamics in kinetic plasma codes, or analytic approximations. In combination with SAXS it could therefore offer the long sought direct link between simulations of ultra-short ultra-intense laser solid interaction and subsequent relativistic electron transport and interaction with and ionization of the solid, which would be necessary to reach the goal of reliable predictive simulations in the future.

### Examples for typical scattering patterns

In order to illustrate the wide range of possibilities SAXS and similar scattering techniques may offer in laser-plasma experiment diagnostics, we produced a few exemplary SAXS patterns from various characteristic synthetic cases, see Figure 2. A more comprehensive and general collection of geometries and respective SAXS patterns can be found in [72, Ch. 16]. The Figure comprises the generic cases of (a) a flat surface with smooth surface, (c) a surface with Gaussian dent as it can be produced e.g. by UHI hole boring,(f) a surface with a sinusoidal modulation e.g. generated by a RT instability (modulation amplitude \( 50 \text{ nm} \) and spatial frequency \( 0.02 \text{ nm}^{-1} \)) and (i) filaments extending through the foil (filament diameter \( 50 \text{ nm} \), average nearest neighbor distance \( 100 \text{ nm} \)). Many other, more complex patterns generated by UHI laser-solid interaction or laser-driven shocks can be derived from those cases, or are a combination or variation, for example buried gratings expanding due to collisional heating are a convolution of (a) and (f).

It can be seen that the characteristic well-known scattering patterns can be clearly distinguished, even in the not-so-perfect cases of a mix of spatial frequencies and amplitudes of the sinusoidal surface modulations, or non-parallel and intersecting filaments inside the foil (average angle \( 5^\circ \)). Moreover, by fitting with the theoretical patterns one can extract the characteristic properties and derive the underlying physical quantities characterizing the electron distributions, such as the range of spatial frequencies and amplitudes of surface modulations (from the spacing, orientation and vertical/horizontal width of scattering maxima; see panels g, h), distance, divergence and size of filament channels (vertical spacing, opening angle and intensity profile of scattering maxima; panels j, k) or the expansion scale \( s \) of a smooth surface and hole boring depth \( D \), even without a full numerical phase retrieval.

We will demonstrate this in the following in detail on the last two examples: smoothness and hole boring depth of a surface. We start with the connection between \( I(q) \) and interface sharpness \( s \) considering a single planar density interface in the projection along the X-ray direction. Such a step gives rise to a streak in the SAXS pattern in perpendicular direction. The length and width of such streak correspond to sharpness of the density gradient and size of the plane. For a 1D density step in x-direction of infinite sharpness it is \( I(q_x) \propto |FT[\Theta(x)]]|^2 = 2/\pi q_x^2 \). The intensity for any density step being smoother falls faster with \( q_x \), e.g. for an error function with width \( s \) the intensity falls proportional to

\[
|FT[\text{erf}(x/\sqrt{2s})]]|^2 = \frac{2}{\pi q_x^2} e^{-q_x^2s^2}.
\]

This relation explains the drop of the intensity of the smooth surface compared to the step-like one, Figure 2b.

Important physical examples of density interfaces can be found in the class of energetic nanosecond laser pulses interacting with a solid target. Compressed material, but also material that has undergone a strain releasing phase transition, or fractures, as well as surface deformations, material interfaces and different compression wave velocities due to different sound speeds in composite materials all of many identical objects and the detector to be in the x-y plane (with x||surface, which in our case is the step, see [74] p. 92f) and averages over all possible orientations of the surface (Eqn. 3.3 in [75]).
constitute density gradients. Such density distribution could be for example the compression front itself, fractures[73] or phase transition bands[36]. A similar expression as Eqn. [8] can be derived also for rough surfaces of varying height $h(y,z)$, replacing the width $s$ with the mean surface height $s \rightarrow \sqrt{h^2}$. Since graded surfaces in this respect give the same qualitative scattering pattern as rough surfaces, we use the two synonymous in the following.

In many cases one might consider 3D rotationally symmetric surfaces, such as a cone shaped surface. Then the scattered photon intensities decrease more quickly along the streaks perpendicular to the projection of the surface of revolution for both the step-like and error function density profiles than in the 1D case, $I(q_s) \propto 1/q_s^3$ and $I(q_s) \propto \exp(-q_s^2s^2)/q_s^3$, respectively. Generally and more realistically the surface will neither be 1D nor perfectly rotationally symmetric, hence the power of $q$ in the denominator is between 2 and 3. However, an upper limit for the sharpness $s$ can always be given from a fit with the 1D equation [8] as all cases show a quicker intensity drop with $q_s^2$ for given $s$ and hence would yield a smaller fit value for $s$.

Panels c-e of Figure 2 show an exemplary SAXS $\overline{q}$-space pattern that can be expected for the probably most abundant structure in ultra-intense laser-solid interaction, the laser hole boring dent a the target front surface. Assuming the area of 2048 px x 2048 px corresponds to 5 μm x 5 μm ($a_{FFT} = 0$), the Gaussian dent shown in panel a would have a 1σ width of 1 μm and depth of 500 nm. As can be seen in the power spectrum panel (b), the dent generates a continuum of scattered photons bounded in $\overline{q}$-space by diagonals through the origin at an angle $\alpha$. The angle of the diagonals corresponds to the angle of the tangent of inflection to the dent. Hence, if for example the width $\sigma$ of the dent was known, the hole boring velocity could be calculated from its depth $D$, assuming a Gaussian profile,

$$D = e^{1/2} \sigma \tan \alpha.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

It should be noted, that the photon distribution within the bounding diagonals will mostly occur not as continuous but rather as set of distinct lines since the surface will not be perfectly smooth as in the example but will have some inhomogeneities. This is illustrated in panel (c) where we assumed a sinusoidal check board pattern modulating the otherwise smooth dent with an amplitude of 1/10 of the local depth of the dent and a spatial frequency of 0.002 px$^{-1}$ (2 μm$^{-1}$ in the above example). Again, the dashed lines mark the angle of the tangent of inflection, this time to Gaussian dent with the sinusoidal hump on top.

With the SAXS method it is feasible to detect a wide range of plasmonic and filamentation processes and allow for the characterization of their spatial distribution and – with pump-probe – also of their temporal evolution and growth rate, even without a full numerical phase retrieval. Nanometer resolution can be expected when sufficiently large q-values are observed.

For small feature sizes of few Angstrom and below the scattering angles of few keV X-rays become too large for the linearization assumed for SAXS to hold and the scattering transitions to WAXS, while on the other side for micron scale features the scattering angle becomes ultra-small and PCI would be a preferred imaging method.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

To demonstrate the experimental feasibility of SAXS at laser-driven solids and solid plasmas, we set up a small angle scattering detector at LCLS MEC end station. In two separate beam times we acquired data from an ultra-short pulse drive laser and a nanosecond drive laser.

#### A. Ultra-short ultra-intense lasers

In the first beam time, an aluminum wire target was irradiated by a Ti:Sa laser pulse with a duration of 60 fs, energy of 200 mJ before compression which was focused on a spot of 3 μm x 5 μm, resulting in an intensity of $1.3 \cdot 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$. The laser pulse was circularly polarized, resulting in a dimensionless laser strength parameter $a_0 = 1.7$. The target wire radius was 5 μm. The XFEL beam probe was aligned 45° with respect to the UHI laser axis in the plane perpendicular to the wire axis. The X-ray energy was 5.5 keV corresponding to a wavelength $\lambda = 0.23$ nm, the pulse
duration was 62 fs and arrival time on target was 72 ps after the UHI laser pulse. The XFEL pulse energy was 3.37 mJ, which equals $3.8 \cdot 10^{12}$ photons per pulse. It was focused by a beryllium lens to approximately 5 µm to 10 µm, the target was positioned in the focal plane. In order to constrain the X-ray irradiation area on target to a limited field of view, an aperture with square opening was positioned between the lens and the target. Its sides were rotated by 45° with respect to the wire axis to have the scattering of residual X-ray intensity hitting the aperture walls be oriented 45° with respect to the wire axis and not interfering with the scattering from the wire itself at 90°.

Figure 3 shows the scattering pattern recorded by a PIXIS-XF camera with 13.5 µm pixel size, positioned 4.15 m down the X-ray direction outside the vacuum. The X-ray pulse was transported up to a few cm in front of the detector about 4 m through vacuum, exiting in air through a Kapton window. The direct beam was blocked outside the vacuum by a steel ball beamstop of diameter 2.5 mm. Figure 3 shows the background scattering consisting of diffuse slit scattering of the apertures positioned under 45° and scattering in the Kapton vacuum chamber window. Panel (b) shows the scattering pattern of the un-driven wire with negligible UHI laser irradiation (20 mJ pulse energy). Strong scattering in the horizontal direction can be seen that we attribute to scattering of the XFEL beam on the aluminum wire positioned vertically. In panel c) the scattering pattern recorded at full UHI intensity is shown, to our knowledge the first published SAXS pattern of a solid plasma driven by a UHI laser, and panel d) shows the same shot where the background from (a) was subtracted.

The patterns clearly show a transition from wire scattering along the horizontal axis in the un-driven case to a bow-tie like pattern of several individual streaks. We notice the striking similarity to the expected pattern from a dent, shown in Figure 2. We can use Eqn. (9) and calculate the dent depth. From the bow-tie half opening angle of approximately $\beta = 9°$ it follows that the depth would be approximately 0.9 µm which for the 72 ps delay between UHI laser irradiation and X-ray arrival translates into an average surface velocity of $\frac{3.8 \cdot 10^{-5}}{c}$. It is worth noting that since the laser intensity was barely relativistic, this surface recession is possibly not dominated by laser hole-boring but rather might be due to thermal expansion and ablation effects. However, there is no model or simulation method available to make quantitative predictions for the two at the long delay after the main pulse interaction that would allow for a clear discrimination.

B. High-energy long-pulse lasers

The second demonstration of the feasibility of SAXS measurements we present here was in an experiment focused on crystallographic structure changes of silicon, shock compressed by an optical laser with pulse length 20 ns, diameter 250 µm, $\lambda = 527$ nm and energy 1 J to 20 J. The setup chosen for this experiment stands out due to its transverse geometry of the optical laser and XFEL. The weakly focused XFEL projects through the target perpendicular to the optical laser axis and shock wave propagation direction, so that uncompressed, compressed and release volumes can be distinguished. The X-ray photon energy was set to 9.5 keV with diameter between 5 µm and 10 µm, and pulse length 39 fs. The direct beam was blocked inside the vacuum before the Kapton window with a knife edge. The target was 300 µm thick and consisted of 125 µm polycrystalline silicon, tampered by two layers of single crystalline silicon of 125 µm each.
The optical laser impinges on the sandwiched target side head on in the central polycrystalline area. It initiates a shock, propagating parallel to the tamper layers and normal to the X-ray direction. The XFEL pulse probes a small region of 10 µm diameter at 60 µm down into the target. The delay with respect to the drive laser was set to match the shock wave arrival time at the X-ray position and was scanned between 12 ns to 24 ns. By classical X-ray diffraction it is possible to distinguish between the crystallographic phases. The original simple cubic diamond (cd) phase is indicated by Bragg peaks that originate from the large grains in the polycrystalline layer. As the strain and release was studied in this experiment, the delay was varied to obtain the series of release waves. Upon compression, a transition can be observed from distinct Bragg peaks to rings. Those results and details about the shock parameters will be subject of a forthcoming paper. As described in Sec. IIB, we can expect to see streaks in the SAXS signal, originating from density steps induced by the shock compression or release through a number of processes. To discriminate between them, more evidence and diagnostics is needed. Here we report on the SAXS measurements only in the context of the technical feasibility.

In Figure 4 we show three representative SAXS patterns with a single streak, two symmetric streaks or even more streaks. The angles under which those streaks occur are constant throughout all shots; the integrated signal intensity is correlated with the integrated WAXS signal in the high pressure rings, confirming the XFEL timing to shock arrival. From this correlation between the SAXS streak and high-pressure WAXS ring we infer that the SAXS streaks may be due to scattering either from the high pressure region, i.e. from phase transitions, fractures or the shock front itself, or from other correlated mechanisms.

We analyzed the profile along a streak in the SAXS pattern in order to obtain information about the microscopic density profile of the scattering source. Figure 5 shows the profile of the streak shown in the left panel of Figure 4. The low photon background enables us to count individual photons, enabling us to use a wide q-range for fitting with sample profiles. The blue line is a fit with the scattering intensity profile expected for a planar 1 dimensional error-function-like density jump. The fitted width in of the density interface is 5.4 nm, but the fit underestimates the intensity seen at large q-values. The red line is the fit assuming a step-like density profile, i.e. $q^{-n}$ with free exponent to allow for a variable geometry between 1D ($n = 2$) and rotationally symmetric ($n = 3$). The best fit is obtained for $n = 2.8$ which is in good agreement with a density profile rotationally symmetric around the laser axis. However, the disagreement with the measurement at large scattering vector length is significant and demonstrates that the profile is not step-like.

Finally, we did a fit for the intensity expected for an erf-shaped density profile, this time allowing the exponent n of q to vary (green line). The fitted density width now is $s = 3.6$ nm and the fit agrees almost perfectly with the measurement throughout the full q range. The same analysis was done for all shots showing streaks in the SAXS data. We find a very reproducible upper limit for the density length scale $s$ in the range between 3 nm and 8 nm, Fig. 6. The fluctuations are not given by the SAXS uncertainty but rather are inherent to the physical processes or initial conditions e.g. of the drive laser or target.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

X-ray scattering techniques will without doubt drive our understanding in many areas of ultra-intense, ultra-short or high energy laser-solid interaction. The short duration of XFEL pulses, together with its penetrating power through solids and solid plasmas and large transverse coherence, enable the direct probing of many properties of the laser matter interaction and material or plasma response. XRTS, WAXS and PCI are all well-established techniques and we have shown the potential of SAXS in filling the gap for scales relevant for many processes in ultra-intense laser-solid physics but also in compressed materials.

First pilot experiments have already shown that the relevant q-range is accessible and can be applied to the width of density gradients in shocked materials or laser-generated dents in solids, e.g. generated by ablation or hole-boring. We observed a low, single-photon background that enabled us to determine the sharpness of density steps observed during the ns-laser compression of Si targets to less than 10 nm, not being limited by the detector resolution.

Resonant scattering off partially ionized plasmas and opacity measurements with both high spatial and temporal resolution make the SAXS technique a platform for
validating not only solid state and plasma physical models, but allows also to test microscopic and atomic physics models & codes under highly non-thermal, non-equilibrium, femtosecond transient high-field, high-current situations.
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